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ABSTRACT 

Resolution of USQ Regarding Source Term In The 232-2 Waste Incinerator Building 

The 232-2 Waste Incinerator at the Hanford Plutonium Finishing Plant (PFP) was used to 
incinerate plutonium-bearing combustible materials generated during normal plant 
operations. Nondestructive WDA) measurements per$ormed afrer the incinerator ceased 
operations indicated high plutonium loadings in exhaust ductwork near the incinerator 
glovebox, while the incinerator was found to have only low quantities. Measurements, 
following a campaign to remove some of the ductwork, resulted in a markedly higher assay 
value for the incinerator glovebox itselJ: Subsequent assays confirmed the most recent results 
and pointed to a potential Jirrther underestimation of the holdup, in part because of 
attenuation due t o j r e  brick, which could not be seen easily and which had been reported to 
not be present. Resolution of the raised concerns entailed forming a task team, comprised of 
Westinghouse Hanford Company personnel and measurement experts from across the country, 
to perform firrther assays based on gamma and neutron NDA methods. 

Gamma ray measurements utilized both low and high resolution detection systems. Sodium 
iodide detector based measurements were used to map the deposits. A 137Cs source was 
employed to map the attenuation of the incinerator glovebox and the results were compared 
to drawings. Extended count times, using high resolution germanium detectors helped 
estimate the isotopic composition of the plutonium and quanti& the deposits. 

Experiments were performed using a germanium detector to obtain adequate corrections for  
the high attenuation of the incinerator glovebox. 
gamma ray energies from single isotopes. Comparison of the observed count rate to the 
inverse of the gamma ray energy when extrapolated to infinite energy yields an attenuation 
independent result. A second method was to measure the high energy (a,n) reaction gamma 
rays, A benefit of this measurement was to alert to the presence of light elements that would 
interfere with singles neutron counts. 

The first was a method measuring multiple 

Several neutron detectors and detector configurations were employed to understand and 
quantiJL the neutron jlux. The two sides of the incinerator glovebox were measured using a 
single slab neutron detector. Two slab detectors were placed on opposing faces of the 
incinerator and ash load out gloveboxes and time coincident neutrons were measured. The 
results from these two measurement methods were compared to mocked up assay situations 
using a Cf-252 source. A collimated neutron detector measured the neutron flux from the 
cyclone separators in the upper portion of the Ash Hood 

Due to the disparity that was anticipated to occur between the gamma ray and neutron assay 
results, radiation modeling was used to try to reconcile the divergent results. This was a 
third aspect of the team's effort, utilizing computer modeling to resolve discrepancies between 
measurement methods. 



BACKGROUND 

The 232-2 Incinerator Building was placed into operation in the early 1960s for the 
purpose of recovering plutonium as well as reducing the volume of plutonium 
contaminated waste. The building also housed a leaching process for recovering 
plutonium from contaminated equipment from the Hanford plant operations. The 
facility was plagued with operational problems and several repairs were performed 
during its short operating life. The building process operations were shut down in 
1973 and never restarted. 

Terminal cleanout of the building was started in the 1980s when several gloveboxes 
associated with a leaching process were removed. The building came under scrutiny 
in the late 1980s as the Plutonium Finishing Plant Final Safety Analysis Report 
(FSAR) was being prepared. Nondestructive (NDA) measurements were performed in 
I989 using a Nal detector to determine the total plutonium holdup in the 232-2 
process equipment and ductwork. These assays resulted in a published total of 848 g 
Pu for the building. This included 20 g Pu in the Incinerator or Burning Hood with an 
additional 52 grams in the Ash Hood. 

Evaluation of the effect of seismic events on the 232-2 Building revealed that the 
building would collapse during a design basis earthquake (DBE). Due to underlying 
assumptions for the evaluation, an unacceptable level of plutonium was postulated to 
be released to the on site worker in the event of a DBE. This analysis started the 
PFP down the road to further reducing the source term in 232-2. 

Remediation of the Incinerator Building was slowed due to NEPA and Washington 
State Historical Preservation Office documentation requirements. In early 1994 
removal of ductwork and cleaning of gloveboxes was started. Much of the work had 
been completed by June and the remaining equipment was evaluated again for 
residual plutonium. The new assay value for the Burning Hood was 91 g Pu. A 
second assay of the Burning Hood was performed in early August. The value was 
similar, 92 g Pu. 

During an examination of measurement procedures, assumptions and measurement 
data to determine possible causes for the increase from 20 to 92 g Pu, two issues 
were discovered. Contrary to previous reports, it was suggested that fire brick was 
still present in the Burning Hood. Visual inspection through an adjoining glovebox and 
transmission measurements using a 75Se source confirmed the presence of the brick. 
It was noted, also, that the upper portion of the Burning Hood had not been assayed 
in 1989 or earlier in 1994. An analysis in the FSAR using the understated quantity 
showed that the building was within the onsite organ dose guideline by less than 6%. 
Preliminary assay results conducted in August 1994 indicated the total quantity of Pu 
in the building exceeded the value used in the FSAR analysis. The higher plutonium 
values were calculated to result in consequences outside the FSAR authorization 
basis and thus constituted an Unreviewed Safety Question (USQ). 



GLOVEBOX DESCRIPTION 

The Burning Hood is part of a connected series of four gloveboxes. The Feed Hood 
received material via a conveyor from a sorting operation. The feed material was 
dumped onto a conveyor that passed through the lower of two cylindrical, lncoloy 800, 
combustion chambers in the Burning Hood. The offgas passed through four vertical 
tubes to the upper combustion chamber. The ash was collected from the incinerator 
conveyor within the AshKanning Hood. The offgas passed through cyclone 
separators in the upper portion of the AshKanning Hood before being routed to a 
separate offgas scrubber cell. 

The Burning Hood is eight feet long, five feet high and three feet wide. Both the lower 
and upper combustion chambers are constructed in four segments connected by 
expansion joints. Each chamber is surrounded by fire brick with heater coils on the 
sides. There also is fire brick between the upper and lower chambers. 

POST DISCOVERY ACTIONS 

A multifaceted approach was undertaken to resolve the USQ. Criticality safety 
analyses were performed to establish that safety boundary. The FSAR safety 
boundary of the building during a seismic event was re-evaluated. And a team of 
measurement experts was assembled as part of a three prong approach to determine 
the actual quantity of holdup in the incinerator. 

First, gamma ray measurements were made with Nal and germanium detectors 
systems operated by Westinghouse Hanford Company personnel. Second, both 
coincident and total neutron measurements were performed using a variety of 
detectors under the direction of scientists representing Pajarito Scientific Corporation, 
Scientific Ecology Group and Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratories. The results from 
these measurements were evaluated individually. Third, the gamma and neutron 
measurements served as the basis for computer modelling by Westinghouse Hanford 
personnel in order to correlate and reconcile the data and results. This third aspect 
was employed because it was assumed the neutron and gamma ray methods would 
yield different results due to the large amount of attenuating material and the unknown 
composition of the plutonium bearing material. 

An overview team, comprised of measurement personnel from Los Alamos National 
Laboratory, EG&G Rocky Flats, and Westinghouse Savannah River Company as well 
as members of the measurement team was assembled to review and validate the 
assay results. 

GAMMA RAY MEASUREMENTS 

Portions of the incinerator box that had not been previously measured, were assayed 
using a sodium iodide detector. Besides using the data to determine an assay value, 



this data with previous data were used to model the distribution of the material within 
the incinerator box, which was assumed to approximate a line distribution. A total of 
twenty-four locations on the Burning Hood and the Feed and Ash Hoods were used in 
the assays. 

In order to gain accurate attenuation correction values, a 0.1 Ci Cs-I37 source was 
employed with a germanium detector system for transmission measurements at the 
germanium assay locations. The transmission data was also used to validate the 
model developed for the Monte Carlo calculations. The source was placed at nearly 
twenty locations across the face of the incinerator with the detector placed on the 
opposite side. Measured correction factors ranged from about 10 to 250. 

Separate measurements with a germanium detector were made in the same locations 
as the Nal to identify interfering photopeaks which may cause a bias within the Nal 
plutonium spectrum. Also, in certain locations, such as at gloveports, which were 
assumed to have low gamma ray attenuation, long counts were performed to gain an 
estimate of the isotopic composition of the holdup material and to determine the 
presence of isotopes other than the expected plutonium and americium. 

A separate, though ultimately unsuccessful, effort to establish gram values was made 
by measuring individual locations for several hours with the germanium detector 
system. The attempted procedure was based on the methods reported by Morel, et 
ai.’ 

NEUTRON MEASUREMENTS 

The first neutron measurements were made with a pair of slab detectors placed on 
opposing faces of the Burning Hood and Ash Hood. The spontaneous fission 
neutrons were measured in this configuration. The detector system response was 
evaluated using a 0.5 mCi Cf-252 source. Calculations were based on a model 
assuming two line sources of plutonium. 

The two faces of the Burning Hood were measured using a highly collimated slab 
neutron detector. A mock up of the assay situation was made and the detector 
response was measured using a 0.7 mCi Cf-252 source. The plutonium was assumed 
to be an array of point sources. An iterative calculation was used to estimate the 
contribution from each point based on the response measurements taken with the 
mockup. 

In both neutron measurement efforts detailed information on the composition of the 
held up material was not available. The mockups also could not fully model the 

I 
“A Non-Destructive Method Based On Gamma Spectrometry For The Measurements Of Plutonium 

Hold-Up Or Plutonium Waste,” J. Mbrel, B. Chauvenet, M. Etcheverry, ORIS/DAMRlLMRI - CEA Saclay 
France, J. Monier, Y. Labernede, L. Loupe, IPSN/DSMN - CEA Fontenay aux Roses France. 
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backscatter and neutron attenuation of the actual assay situation. 

COMPUTER MODELLING 

A computer model of the assay situation was developed from blueprints and 
construction materials information. A Monte Carlo code and a least squares code, 
through an iterative process, evaluated data from the coincidence and singles neutron 
plus the germanium measurements. Convergence was not obtained with the three 
sets of data simultaneously. After adjustment for an apparent anomaly in the neutron 
calibration data, the data sets were evaluated individually and in pairs and the results 
passed a statistical test for consistency. The six runs were averaged. 

RESULTS 

Based on germanium measurements, the measured attenuation corrections and the 
holdup model used, the Burning Hood was estimated to contain 0.6 kg of plutonium. 
The measured isotopic distribution showing a 90.4% Pu-239 content was similar to 
that determined for samples taken from equipment previously removed from the 
Incinerator Building. 

The value calculated from the Nal measurements was 0.5 kg. Using a similar model, 
one of the Overview Team members calculated a value of 0.7 kg. 

The neutron measurements yielded a value of 4 kg Pu for the coincident neutron 
measurements and 2.5 kg for the collimated detector, singles neutron measurements. 

The computer model calculation yielded an average value of 0.5 kg. 

If additional time and resources had been available, the disparity between the neutron 
results and the gamma ray results could be investigated further, however, the Burning 
Hood is now being dismantled. 

11 Assay Results for Burning Hood with Cyclone Separators (as g or kg of Pu) 11 
Assay Results Results Range 

20 g (Burning) 
52 g (AshICanning) 

Original gamma-ray results 

Aug/Sep 1994 Nal results 0.3 kg - 0.8 kg 

Sep 1994 HpGe results 0.6 kg 0.1 kg - 1.2 kg 

0.5 kg 

Coincident Neutron Assay Results 3.8 kg 5.9 kg (upper value) 

Singles Neutron Assay Results 2.5 kg 
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Computer Modelling Results 546 g f 71 g (la) 

SAFETY BOUNDARY RESULTS 

After the concerted effort to determine the holdup quantities, the safety studies found 
the issues to be not significant. Criticality studies indicated the facility was not in 
danger of a criticality. The margin of safety was found to be decreased though and 
additional administrative controls were instituted. Re-evaluation of the effects of a 
seismic event indicated the quantity of material released to the environment would not 
exceed regulatory limits. However, the plant installed seismic restraints as a 
precaution. 
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232-2 Waste Incinerator BuiZding - - 
Operational in early 1960's 

Process 
- Segregate and incinerate waste fkom 

Site plutonium processes 

equipment 
- Leach plutonium from operations 

Facility inactive for over 20 years 

TCO activities in 1980's removed most 
gloveboxes from process room 
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Initiating Events - = 

1989 FSAR evaluation of PFP 
= Identified 23212 seismic risk 
= NaI assays 

== Burning hood 2og Pu 
=- Ashkanning hood 52g Pu 

1994 Terminal Cleanout restarted 
= Burning hood assays 

-= May! June 2og Pu 
=- August 92g Pu 



Discovery - =  

Causes 
= Fire brick incorrectly noted as not 

being present 
= Complete hood not assayed 

Order of magnitude result from neutron 
measurement by Pajarito Scientific and 
SEG: 1 - 1 0 k g  
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Post discovery actions - -  

I Discovery I 

Re-evaluate Re-evaluate Assay 
Criticality Seismic Burning 

Risk Release Hood 
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Assays = = 

Assay overview team assembled 
- Larry Brackenbush, Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratory 
- Dr. John Caldwell, Pajarito Scientific Corporation 
- John Gonsky, Scientific Ecology Group 
- Dr. Robert Hochel, Westinghouse Savannah River 
- Frank Lamb, EG&G Rocky Flats 
- Richard Siebelist, Los Alamos National Laboratory 

Three pronged approach 
- Gamma-ray measurements 
- Neutron measurements 
- Computer modeling 
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Gamma-ray measurements - = 

NaI 
= Complete assay of whole hood 

I 

I 

HpGe 
- Identify interfering isotopes and (a, n) 

reaction gamma rays 
Confirm plutonium isotopic composition 
Determine attenuation corrections for 
gamma-ray measurements 
Assay complete hood 
Attempt multi-energy based assay 
determination 
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Neutron measurements - - 
0 Coincidence measurement using two slab 

detectors 

Collimated slab detector ( 1 O : l  front to 
back ratio) 



Computer modeling - - 
Model validation by comparison with 
transmission measurement 

Attempt to gain convergence using HpGe, 
coincidence and total neutron 
measurements 

Paired and individual data showed 
consistency 
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Assay Results for Burning Hood with 
Cyclone Separators (as g or kg of Pu) 

Original 
gamma-ray results 

Aug/Sep 1994 NaI 
results 

Sep 1994 HpGe 
results 

Coincident 
Neutron Assay 
results 
Singles Neutron 
Assay results 
Computer 
Modeling results 

Assay Results 

20 g (Burning) 
52 g 

(AsWCanning) 
0.5 kg 

0.6 kg 

3.8 kg 

2.5 kg 

546 g 

Results Range 

0.1 kg - 1.2 kg 

5.9kg (upper 
value) 

- + 71 g (lo) 



Safety Boundary results - -  

Safety issues found to be not significant 
Criticality studies indicated the facility 
was not in danger of a criticality. The 
margin of safety was found to be 
decreased though and additional 
administrative controls were instituted. 
Re-evaluation of the effects of a seismic 
event indicated the quality of material 
released to the environment would not 
exceed regulatory limits. 
Plant installed seismic restraints as a 
precaution. 






